
Visual Storytelling & Timelines
OCTOBER 5, 2017



Today’s Goals 
Discuss elements of good stories about history, what 
difference do visual elements make to good storytelling.
Introduce you to the midterm timeline assignment and show 
you an example.







Historical Narrative
Good storytelling lies at the heart of most the compelling 
history.
Who 
Where
When
What happens to them? What is the significance of that?
Why does it matter? What is the larger context?



Narrative History Assignments
According to your reading from “Writing on History”, CUNY ----

Narrative history generally follows an established order:

1. introduce the topic;
2. establish a broader context, to show that the events in the story 

did not happen in a vacuum;
3. place the relevant events into chronological order;
4. explain each one briefly, and; 
5. draw conclusion about insights or larger lessons from the events.





Book of the Dead. Detail of Papyrus 
the Hunter (c 1275 BCE). This is the 

weighing of his heart. 



Amphora by Exekias –
Achilles and Ajax playing a 
board game. c 540-530 BC



The Battle of Hastings, c 1070s





Battle of Gettysburg



Timeline Project



Next Week
1. We will not have class on Tuesday! Your Monday classes meet instead.

2. Next Thursday, we’ll spend an entire class time building example timelines –
and we’ll go over the midterm assignment in more detail.

… Writing Assignment, due Saturday:

Start to pull together how you would create a narrative timeline for your trial. What 3-5 key 
events would you choose to include and why? What images do you have that could illustrate or 
visualize some of these key events? (Include them in your post!) Are videos available that you can 
use? (Please link to them) What primary sources do you have that help you tell this story?(Please 
link to them).
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